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Chairs’ foreword
As a new organisation we focused on
establishing strong foundations. We
recruited new experienced people,
including Chief Executive, Megan
Main, who have the capabilities to
meet our shareholders’ expectations.
Governance structures were
refreshed, including the introduction
of CEO Sponsors to our services and
programs. Programs were re-scoped
and improved vendor performance
management processes were
introduced.

Our role is to help facilitate that
collaboration across a range of
programmes and commercial services.
We are an enabler and we exist to help
DHBs deliver better health outcomes.
That means we have to deliver value
today by continuing to enhance our
customer centric approach to
developing and delivering services.

While work continues on the
foundations, NZ Health Partnerships is
focused on supporting District Health
Boards (DHBs) as we enter a period of
significant but positive change.

Internally, we will continue to build
our organisational health and the
capabilities of our people, while
leveraging the knowledge and skills in
the sector.

The implementation of the National
Oracle Solution, a programme in
gestation for several years, will get
underway in early 2017 and continue
for up to three years.

While our priority is to provide our
DHB shareholders with a strong return
on investment today we need to keep
an eye on tomorrow. The recently
refreshed NZ Health Strategy outlines
the challenges facing health and a 10year vision for the future.

In 2016/17 the sector will implement
its first ever aligned Annual
Procurement Plan. This collective
commitment to delivering well
governed, well planned and coordinated procurement across the
sector has the potential to be
transformative - driving down costs,
and improving health outcomes. In the
process, this work will help catalyse
collaboration and co-operation in the
health sector.

We will also establish a new Benefits
Management Framework to improve
transparency and accountability.

NZ Health Partnerships will discuss
with its shareholders how we best
work together to meet these
challenges, to align with the direction
set by the Ministry of Health and to
identify new, smarter, people-focussed
initiatives that maximise DHBs’ health
dollar and allow New Zealanders to
live well, stay well, get well.

Peter Anderson
Chair
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Statement of
responsibility
The Statement of Intent (SOI) has been prepared by the Board of NZ Health
Partnerships in accordance with Part 4 of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
The Statement of Intent sets out our strategic intentions of NZ Health Partnerships
for the four year period from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2020.
In signing this information, we acknowledge that we are responsible for the
information on strategic intentions for NZ Health Partnerships.

Signed on behalf of the Board

Peter Anderson

Terry McLaughlin

Chair

Chair of Finance, Risk, Audit and
Compliance Committee

Countersigned

Megan Main

Geoff Goodwin

Chief Executive

General Manager Corporate Services
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SECTION ONE

OUR OPERATING
ENVIRONMENT
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Who we are
With an aging population, increasing
cost of new clinical equipment, and
rising public demand, our initiatives
are focused on creating financial
efficiencies for DHBs.

NZ Health Partnerships is
part of the New Zealand
Health and Disability Sector.
Our Purpose

By thinking, acting and investing
collaboratively DHBs are able to
achieve greater benefits than they
would by operating independently.

NZ Health Partnerships is a multiparent Crown-entity subsidiary that is
supported and owned by New
Zealand’s 20 District Health Boards
(DHBs).

However, what we do is about more
than cost reduction. While the
company’s primary focus is on
administrative, support and
procurement activities, most of our
work has direct or indirect clinical
implications.

Established and operated as a cooperative undertaking, NZ Health
Partnerships’ purpose is to enable
DHBs to collectively maximise shared
services opportunities for the national
good.

We are key contributors to the
government’s goals of having an
effective, integrated and innovative
Health and Disability Sector that
enables New Zealanders to live well,
stay well and get well. Ultimately,
patient outcomes are at the heart of
the company and our operations.

What we do
We collaborate with DHBs as our
shareholders, co-creators and
customers. In partnership we identify,
develop and implement initiatives for
the sector’s mutual benefit and
ultimately to help improve health
outcomes for all New Zealanders.

We contribute to the wider health sector strategies
Figure 1: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
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Our operating
environment
Working with DHBs to
improve shared services

stronger strategic relationships with
our stakeholders. These include:

We work collaboratively with DHBs
and other participants in the NZ
Health Sector to develop and deliver
the innovative and effective share
services the DHBs require.

healthAlliance NZ Ltd
healthAlliance and NZ Health
Partnerships will work together on
the implementation of the National
Infrastructure Platform for the four
Northern Region DHBs.

The DHBs will interact with NZ
Health Partnerships in a number of
different ways, including as:
Shareholders: DHBs will be the
shareholders of the NZ Health
Partnerships and own and govern
the entity by way of an Independent
Board.
Co-creators: DHBs will work with NZ
Health Partnerships to identify,
prioritise and develop shared
services opportunities.
Customers: DHBs will receive
services provided by NZ Health
Partnerships under separate
business case implementation
agreements.

Strategic Partnerships
NZ Health Partnerships operate in a
multi-tiered relationship
environment that requires active
stakeholder management to foster

healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd is the
provider of the National
Procurement Service and it manages
the DHB DataHub which are key
enablers for the National Oracle
Solution programme.
Existing DHB Shared Services
Agencies NZ Health Partnerships will
work with DHB shared service
organisations such as Central TAS,
DHB Shared Services, HealthShare
and the South Island Alliance to
leverage existing knowledge and
expertise on working with the DHBs.
This will allow greater alignment
across the sector.
Ministry of Health
The Ministry will monitor and
support the DHBs to deliver against
the Minister of Health’s Letter of
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Expectations, health policy and
strategy. Through the DHBs, the
Ministry will enable NZ Health
Partnerships to implement regional
and national shared services.

relationships will be managed and
monitored by NZ Health
Partnerships on behalf of the sector.

National Health IT Board
The National Health IT Board plays
an advisory role to the programmes
and services of NZ Health
Partnerships, in particular those with
a large technology component such
as the National Infrastructure
Platform.

Operating within our baseline will be
a challenge as our costs increase
each year. We are reducing our
administration costs through better
management practices and targeted
improvement initiatives. At the same
time, we are improving our services
and developing innovative solutions
for DHBs shared services. We need
to do this while managing risks
associated with carrying out our
core business, while maintaining the
trust and confidence of the DHBs
and wider NZ Health Sector.

PHARMAC
NZ Health Partnerships,
healthAlliance and DHBs will work
with PHARMAC to help manage its
transition to medical device
management, including the
assessment, prioritisation and
procurement of medical devices.
Ministry of Business, Innovation
and Employment (MBIE)
NZ Health Partnerships,
healthAlliance and DHBs will
continue to support All-ofGovernment procurement initiatives
to ensure the health sector
maximises the benefits from these
contracts. NZ Health Partnerships
will also assist MBIE in identifying
any shortfalls in uptake of national
contracts and work with the
National Procurement Service and
DHBs to address them.
Commercial Organisations
Support from commercial partners is
integral to the delivery of shared
services for all our programmes and
on-going services. These contractual

Reduce our administration
costs

Respond to the challenges
of an increasing digital
world
We need to keep pace with rapid
technology changes, the
expectations of our customers, their
increasing digital needs.

Statutory and Compliance
Requirements
As a Crown Entity subsidiary, NZ
Health Partnerships is required to
comply with a variety of legislation
including the:
 Companies Act 1993
 New Zealand Public Health and
Disability
 Act 2000
 Crown Entities Act 2004
 Public Finance Act 1989
 Official Information Act 1982
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SECTION TWO

OUR STRATEGIC
INTENTIONS
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Our first year
NZ Health Partnerships became
operational on 1 July 2015, taking over
key areas of work from Health Benefits
Limited which ceased operations on
30 June 2015.
On 1 July 2015 NZ Health Partnerships
was managing on behalf of the DHBs
for programmes and three services.
Programmes:
 National Oracle Solution
 National Infrastructure Platform
 Food Services
 Linen and Laundry
Services:
 National Procurement Service
 Shared Banking
 Collective Insurance
In our first year of operation NZ Health
Partnerships focused on three
strategic themes:
 Theme One: Develop and deliver
shared services initiatives to our
shareholders
 Theme Two: Planning and portfolio
optimisation
 Theme Three: Building joint
capability in the sector.
Theme One: Develop and deliver
shared services initiatives to our
shareholders
To ensure we developed and delivered
shared services to our shareholders
we aimed to complete four objectives:

1. continue to develop and
implement our current
programmes
2. implement best practice
programme methodology
3. support DHBs for local
implementation
4. manage the services and contracts
for the business cases we have
implemented.
Continue to develop and implement
our current programmes
At 1 July 2015 NZ Health Partnerships
had two programmes under
development; the National Oracle
Solution and the National
Infrastructure Platform.
The National Oracle Solution
programme is tracking within budget
and project timelines. It successfully
met all criteria applied at its
November 2015 Stage Gate and the
report has been presented to its
governance groups and other key
stakeholders including all 20 DHB
Chief Financial Officers.
The programme is completing the
build of the core solution, finalising
the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
contract with Datacom, and preparing
to conduct Solution Acceptance
Testing from July 2016.
The National Infrastructure Platform
has experienced technical delays and
NZ Health Partnerships is working to
resolve these.
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Implement best practice programme
methodology
We recognise that project
management is a strategic capability
we must have to successfully develop,
build and transition programmes into
services for our shareholders. To
strengthen our programme
governance we have implemented and
embedded Prince2, a best practice
programme management
methodology.
Support DHBs for local
implementation
Supporting DHBs with change and
implementation is another strategic
capability we offer. We have worked
alongside Compass Group and the
Auckland, Waitemata, Counties
Manukau, Hauora Tairawhiti and
Southern DHBs to successfully
implement the Food Services
Agreement. We are currently
supporting implementation with
Nelson Marlborough DHB.
Manage the services and contracts
for the business cases we have
implemented
Contract negotiation and vendor
management are key strategic
capabilities. We have invested in this
area to ensure DHBs realise maximum
benefits. We have established a
Commercial Services team responsible
for providing these services for
Procurement, Food, Banking and
Insurance.
Theme Two: Planning and portfolio
optimisation
To ensure we developed and delivered
shared services that meet our

shareholders’ needs we set two
objectives:
1. refocus our current programmes
and services to align with our
operating model and shareholders’
expectations
2. develop a centralised approach to
managing vendor performance
and a detailed services catalogue.
Refocus our current programmes and
services to align with our operating
model and shareholders’
expectations.
In its first 90 days NZ Health
Partnerships worked with its DHB
Shareholders to review all
Programmes and Services and
establish priorities for the 2015/16
financial year. It was agreed that
greater flexibility should be applied to
Programmes to maximise benefits by
optimising DHB participation. This shift
in focus recognises that many
differences exist between DHBs and
that one-size-fits-all is not necessarily
the best approach for individual DHBs
or the collective.
An example of this is the Linen and
Laundry programme. Through ongoing
collaboration it became clear that
achieving buy-in from all 20 DHBs on
the initial proposal would prove
difficult as some DHBs have existing
arrangements they would rather
leverage and similar savings could be
achieved through regional initiatives.
Develop a centralised approach to
managing vendor performance and a
detailed services catalogue
NZ Health Partnerships has
established a Commercial Services
team with a dedicated manager for
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each service we manage on behalf of
the DHBs. The Commercial Services
team is responsible for managing the
vendor’s performance (including
healthAlliance (FPSC)).
A service catalogue has been
developed and is currently being
tested with key stakeholders.
Theme Three: Building joint
capability in the sector
NZ Health Partnerships is committed
to working collaboratively with DHBs
to utilise their expertise and
experience to develop and deliver
shared services. Our people benefit
from working side-by-side with DHB
subject matter experts, clinicians and
management across the portfolio.

There is strong DHB representation on
our programme and service advisory
and governance groups and where
possible we second DHB experts into
NZ Health Partnerships to work with
us on specific projects.
In addition to our shareholders, NZ
Health Partnerships works
collaboratively with a number of
public and sector organisations to
ensure the successful delivery of
programmes and services. These
include healthAlliance NZ Ltd,
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd, PHARMAC,
Ministry of Health, The Treasury,
Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment (MBIE), Department of
Internal Affairs, National Health IT
Board, Central TAS and HealthShare.
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Our future
direction
NZ Health Partnerships’ long-term strategies are designed to respond to our
challenges and guide us towards the organisation our shareholders need us to be.
NZ Health Partnerships will focus on three main themes:
 continue to develop and implement our current programmes
 deliver and improve our services, including enhancing our customer centric
approach to developing and delivering our services
 contribute to identifying future shared services opportunities with our
shareholders
We will work in these three linked areas concurrently, balancing our need to deliver
today and innovate for tomorrow.

NZ Health Partnerships programmes and services are aligned
to helping DHBs achieve the shared future direction outlined
by the Ministry of Health.
In April 2016, the Ministry of Health released the ‘New Zealand Health Strategy —
Future direction’ which outlines its refreshed 10-year vision for the health system to
address the pressures and significant demands on its services and on the health
budget.
The Ministry’s shared future direction for health, to deliver a fit for the future
system, has five strategic themes; being:
Figure 2: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
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Currently Health makes up 22 percent of Government spending. The Treasury
estimates that, if nothing were to change in the way services are funded and
delivered, Government health spending would increase from about 7 percent of GDP
now, to about 11 percent of GDP in 20601. The challenge for the sector is to continue
to improve clinical outcomes while ensuring it is financially sustainable.

NZ Health Partnerships helps the DHBs achieve the shared future
direction of health services by providing cost effective shared services.
Our current programmes and services align to one or more of the five
strategic themes.
Table 1: NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
NZ Health Strategy: 5 Strategic Themes
“All New Zealanders live well, stay well, get well”
1

2

People Powered

Closer to Home

 making New Zealanders
‘health smart’; that is, they
can get and understand the
information they need to
manage their care

 enabling individuals to make
choices about the care or
support they receive

 understanding people’s needs
and preferences and
partnering with them to
design services to meet these

 communicating well and
supporting people’s
navigation of the system,
including through the use of
accessible technology such as
mobile phones and the
internet.

 providing care closer to
where people live, learn,
work and play, especially for
managing long-term
conditions

 integrating health services
and making better
connections with wider public
services

 promoting wellness and
preventing long-term
conditions through both
population-based and
targeted initiatives

 investing in health and
wellbeing early in life and
focusing on children, young
people, families and whānau.

3
Value & High
Performance
 delivering better outcomes

4

5

One Team

Smart System

 operating as a team in a high-  discovering, developing and

relating to people’s
experience of care, health
status and best-value use of
resources

trust system that works
together with the person and
their family and whānau at
the centre of care

 striving for equitable health

 using our health and disability

outcomes for all New Zealand
population groups

 measuring performance well
and using information openly
to drive learning and
decision-making that will lead
to better performance

 building a culture of
performance and quality
improvement that values the
different contributions the
public and health workforce
can make to improving
services and systems

 having an integrated

workforce in the most
effective and most flexible
way

 developing leadership, talent
and workforce skills
throughout the system

 strengthening the roles of
people, families, whānau and
communities as carers

 the Ministry of Health leading
the system effectively

 collaborating with
researchers.

sharing effective innovations
across the system

 taking advantage of
opportunities offered by new
and emerging technologies

 having data and smart
information systems that
improve evidence-based
decisions, management
reporting and clinical audit

 having reliable, accurate
information that is available
at the point of care

 providing individual online
health records that people are
able to access and contribute
to

 using standardised technology
that allows us to make
changes easily and efficiently.

operating model that makes
responsibilities clear across
the system

 using investment approaches
to address complex health
and social issues.

NZ Health Partnerships Programmes and Services

National Infrastructure
Platform
1
1

3

4

5

National Oracle
Solution
1

3

4

5

Food Services

1

3

4

Procurement

5

3

4

5

Shared Banking &
Insurance
3

4

Ministry of Health. 2016. New Zealand Health Strategy — Future direction. Wellington: Ministry of Health.
Underpinned and supported by NZ Health Partnerships core services
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Examples of how our programmes and services are helping
DHBs achieve the shared future direction today are outlined
below.
People-powered
“In the future it is important people
are provided with the information
they need to fully understand issues to
do with health and wellness, are able
to access health services and manage
their own health care”. Source: ‘New
Zealand Health Strategy — Future
direction’.
The National Infrastructure Platform
will rationalise the number of data
centres, infrastructure systems, and
increase security, reliability, service
levels and reduce waste.
The National Oracle Solution will
assist DHBs to analyse in greater detail
the processes and associated cost of
providing services. This information
will enable DHBs in the future to work
alongside people and communities to
design services to meet their needs
and preferences.
As our population is becoming more
ethnically diverse our needs and
expectations are changing. The Food
Service provides patients with greater
selection and choice, reflecting the
changing nature of New Zealand’s
population.

Closer to home
Good health begins at home and in
communities, so it makes sense to
support people’s health through
services located close to these places
where possible. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
By working collaboratively in
procurement we can use the sector’s
purchasing data to more effectively
understand and respond to the needs
of individuals and communities.
Value and high performance
It is important to get the best value we
can from services, so that New
Zealanders receive high-quality
services that are affordable and
sustainable. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
The National Infrastructure Platform
will rationalise the number of data
centres, and infrastructure systems,
reducing duplication and waste.
The National Oracle Solution will
enable procurement to deliver better
purchasing outcomes, improving the
system, enable procurement
performance to be better measured to
drive better performance.
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Food Services provide patient meals,
meals-on-wheels, and cafeteria
services, ward supplies and optional
services for vendor machines and
catering. The introduction of common
food guidelines will improve food
quality and consistency of food service
across the sector.
Having a collective agreement for
Shared Banking and Insurance
services enables the DHBs to obtain
terms and conditions more favourable
than they would achieve if they
negotiated independently.
One team
“To reach the goal of a highperforming system we need to reduce
the fragmentation of services and care
in our health system”. Source: ‘New
Zealand Health Strategy — Future
direction’.
We are working collectively with the
DHBs to deliver national solutions,
such as the National Infrastructure
Platform, National Oracle Solution,
Procurement, Shared Banking,
Insurance and Food Services. By
working collaboratively we have
assisted the DHBs to improve the
quality of service, improve timeliness
of access and reduce duplication of
resources by standardising data,
rationalising support services and
infrastructure.

Smart System
“Our system needs to become a
learning system, by seeking
improvements and innovations,
monitoring and evaluating what we
are doing, and sharing and
standardising better ways of doing
things when appropriate. Key tools to
help make this shift are data and
technology”. Source: ‘New Zealand
Health Strategy — Future direction’.
As previously stated the National
Infrastructure Platform will provide
capability to enable future national IT
development and standardise the data
centres and underlying ICT
infrastructure of our DHBs.
The National Oracle Solution will
assist DHBs to analyse in greater detail
the processes and cost of providing
services. The National Oracle Solution
will enable procurement performance
to be better measured, driving better
performance to deliver better
purchasing outcomes.
Food Services will provide patient
meals, and meals-on-wheels based on
common food guidelines and people
individual dietary requirements. Data
will be used to improve the efficiency,
quality and satisfaction of the service.
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Delivering our
programmes
The DHBs, as our shareholders, invest in the programmes we
develop. Our programme teams work with the DHBs as
shareholders, co-creators and customers to develop and
build shared services.
On 1 July 2015, four programmes were transferred to NZ Health Partnerships:
 National Oracle Solution
 National Infrastructure Platform
 Food Services
 Linen and Laundry
During 2015/16 Food Services transitioned from a programme to a service.
Linen and Laundry is no longer a national programme. Through ongoing
collaboration it became clear that achieving buy-in from all 20 DHBs on the
initial proposal would prove difficult as some DHBs have existing arrangements
they would rather leverage and similar savings could be achieved through
regional initiatives.

NATIONAL ORACLE SOLUTION
In late 2012, DHBs agreed to take a
national approach to this purchasing
through a programme now known as
National Oracle Solution.
Every year, DHBs spend about $1.3
billion buying goods and services,
including everything from cotton wool

buds through to hospital beds.
Traditionally the purchasing of these
goods and services by DHBs –
including how they get ordered,
stored, delivered and paid for – has
been done in a variety of ways across
the 20 DHBs, with no single register or
process for handling the transactions.
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Benefits of a co-operative approach
include improved service levels,
increased visibility and transparency of
information, elimination of
inefficiencies, better management of
medical stock levels and less wastage,
improved distribution of medical stock
between DHBs, and emergency stock
will be better managed. There will also
be significant financial savings and a
wide range of direct and indirect
clinical benefits
During 2016/17 NOS will transition
from a programme to a service. This is
an exciting and challenging new phase
for the programme.
The implementation plan is phased
with multiple waves; with Bay of
Plenty, Canterbury, Waikato and West
Coast being the first DHBs to
implement. The DHBs will lead the

implementation. While some DHBs
may be in a position to manage their
own change and support the change
of others, NZ Health Partnerships will
provide support where requested.
A change programme of this
magnitude is challenging. NZ Health
Partnerships will capture lessons
learned and incorporate into the
implementation plans of future waves.
The second wave of DHB
implementation is scheduled for July
2017.
To support the programme transition
from a project to an operational
service the NOS Transition and
Support Team will be established
within NZ Health Partnerships to
manage and govern the Oracle
environment.

NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM
The National Infrastructure Platform
programme aims to achieve
qualitative, clinical and financial
benefits for DHBs through a national
approach to IS infrastructure
consumption.
During the second half of the 2015/16
financial year the programme has
been subject to commercial, technical,
and delivery reviews in order to
determine the best way forward for
DHBs.

During 2016/17 the National
Infrastructure Platform programme
will implement series of activities to
enable the programme original
business case objectives to be
realised. The recommendations from
the commercial, technical, and
delivery reviews during the second
half of 2015/16 will heavily inform the
detail of the 2016/17 work program in
consultation with the sector.
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Providing our
services
Once a shared service programme is built, it transitions to
our Commercial Services team for delivery to our DHB
customers.
On 1 July 2015, three services were transferred to NZ Health Partnerships:
 Shared Banking
 Collective Insurance
 DHB Procurement
During the 2015/16 financial year, Food Services transitioned from a programme to a
service.

SHARED BANKING and INSURANCE
Shared Banking
Banking and Treasury Services was
one of the first areas identified where
collective savings could be delivered
to DHBs through a national
arrangement. Since 2011, Westpac
Bank has provided banking and
treasury services for all DHBs,
HealthShare, healthAlliance and
healthAlliance (FPSC). On any given
day NZ Health Partnerships manages
on behalf of the sector a cash balance
of between $300 million to $1.4 billion
through the Shared Banking and
Treasury Services (“The Sweep”)
functions.

Unlike the other services where we act
as a vendor manager, NZ Health
Partnerships delivers the service. The
objective of the Shared Banking is for
NZ Health Partnerships to invest funds
held in a restricted range of low risk
investments to optimise the return on
funds, while ensuring sufficient cash is
available to meet all DHB needs.
Our intentions are to improve the
effectiveness of the service by working
with the DHBs to improve cash
forecasting capabilities within the
sector.
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Collective Insurance
Collectively DHBs have assets valued
around $15 billion. Since 2010 the
insurance needs of the sector has
been managed under the Collective
Insurance programme. The service is
responsible for managing the
insurance requirements for all 20
DHBs, and various joint ventures and
subsidiaries that have elected to join
the Collective Insurance Service. For
the 2016/17 financial year the
expected realised benefit from the
Collective Insurance programme is $5
million.
The objective of the service is to
obtain insurance for the 20 DHBs and
other participants that represents
value for money, taking into account
the terms and conditions, market
dynamics and the strategic intentions
of the DHBs.

The Collective Insurance programme
has been able to realise benefits by
working closely with DHBs and the
insurance brokers to determine the
appropriate insurance cover and the
assets included in that cover.
NZ Health Partnerships will continue
to work alongside DHBs to provide
appropriate information for the
insurance broker to market the sectors
insurance needs to insurers in New
Zealand and internationally.
The sector continually needs to review
its insurance coverage to ensure it
remains fit for purpose and responds
to emerging insurance risks. NZ
Health Partnerships will work
alongside DHBs to review the sectors
insurance needs for emerging
insurance risks such as Professional
Indemnity, Environmental, Cyber and
Extortion.

DHB PROCUREMENT SERVICE
DHB Procurement includes both the
DHB Procurement Strategy
implementation work as well as the
oversight of the National Procurement
Service provided by healthAlliance
(FPSC) Ltd.
In 2015 NZ Health Partnerships and
DHB Shareholders identified a clear
need for a nationally agreed DHB wide
Procurement Strategy to ensure the
best value for money. The DHB
Procurement Strategy, published in
May 2016, is the result of a

collaborative development process
between DHBs, NZ Health
Partnerships, PHARMAC and MBIE.
The strategy was endorsed by all 20
DHB CEOs on 14 April 2016, followed
by NZ Health Partnerships Board
approval on 28 April 2016.
The strategy is based on eight core
principles that guide how DHBs work
together, both collaboratively with
each other and alongside PHARMAC
and MBIE. It also determines that
healthAlliance (FPSC) will transition
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out of medical device procurement as
PHARMAC scales up. A collaborative
approach to planning, engagement
and a focus on both the enablers for
good procurement and making the
most of PHARMAC and MBIE
opportunities are strategic priorities
for 2016/17 onwards.

Our focus in 2016/17 will be the
implementation of the DHB
Procurement Strategy against the
agreed transition plan and ongoing
contract management of the National
Procurement Service delivered by
healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd.

FOOD SERVICES
The Food Services Agreement was
signed in 2014. Under the agreement
Compass Group is contracted to
provide patient meals, meals-onwheels, and cafeteria services, ward
supplies and optional services for
vendor machines and catering.
The first DHBs to join the agreement
were Auckland, Waitemata and
Counties Manukau. Since then
Southern, Hauora Tairawhiti, and
Nelson Marlborough have joined and
up to nine additional DHBs are
considering joining.
The objective of Food Services is to
implement a comprehensive food
solution to DHBs. The solution, will for
the first time, deliver common
nutritional guidelines; a centralised
electronic menu management system

and improved visibility of food services
spend across the sector.
The focus of Food Services in 2016/17
onwards is to re-baseline financials to
help inform DHB participation
decisions and work with Compass to
refine and improve the contract, as
well as strengthening governance of
the service.
At present Compass Group provides
around 60 percent of all patient meals
served in New Zealand, as well as
other services such as Meals on
Wheels.
NZ Health Partnerships will provide
the contract and vendor management
of the Food Services Agreement on
behalf of the participating DHBs.
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Future
opportunities
New Zealand Health Partnerships manages a portfolio of
work on behalf of the DHBs.
The 20 DHBs are responsible for
providing health services that
improve, promote and protect the
health of people and communities.
To meet their responsibilities each
DHB seeks the optimum
arrangement for the most effective
and efficient delivery of health
services in order to meet local,
regional, and national needs.
New Zealand’s aging population;
increasing clinical costs and a rise in
demand for healthcare are putting
pressure on our health system. To
address these issues we believe there
are other national, regional or
individual DHB led initiatives that can
provide additional benefits to our
shareholders. The challenge is how, as
a collective, we identify and codevelop opportunities to obtain the
greatest benefits and enable DHBs to
maximise the health dollar.

NZ Health Partnerships engage with
the sector in an inclusive and
collaborative manner, to identify and
discuss and prioritise areas of
opportunity for investigation.
The ideation and qualification of
opportunities could lead to new
programmes being approved for build
and implementation to support a
number of shared services.
Figure 3: NZ Health Partnerships portfolio life
cycle
Opportunities requiring qualification,
design and prioritisation

Programmes to build and deliver
new shared services ranging from
simple to transformational

Services catalogue requiring contract
management and performance
monitoring (and delivery)
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SECTION THREE

ORGANISATIONAL
HEALTH
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Managing our
functions and
operations
To meet our strategic intentions we manage our functions and operations through the
following teams:
 Programmes—develop and build our programmes.
 Commercial Services—provides contract, vendor and customer management services for
Procurement, Food, Banking and Insurance.
 Communications and Engagement — manages corporate and customer information,
internal and external communication, and change management.
 Corporate Services —provides corporate support and service functions, including
governance, legal, risk, assurance, procurement, human resources services, financial and
planning services and manages our facilities.
To achieve our strategic intentions NZ Health Partnerships’ has three strategic capabilities:
 Project management
Figure 4: NZ Health Partnerships operating model
 Contract, Vendor and
Customer
management
 Implementation and
change management
These are embedded into
our functions and
activities illustrated in
our Operating Model.
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Our strategic capability in project
management is provided by our Programme
Teams and is responsible for the Shared
Services Opportunities function. Our
Commercial Services Team provides our
strategic capability in Contract, Vendor and
Customer management, and is responsible
for our Shared Services Provision function.
The remaining function - Partnerships
Governance, Strategy, Planning and
Performance – consists of two teams:



Communications and Engagement
Corporate Services.

Our Values
Our values underpin how we work
together and engage with our
stakeholders. They are central to our
collective culture and as individuals we
strive to live these values everyday in
the decisions we make, our planning
and processes and our behaviours.
 Accountability
 Commitment
 Respect
 Transparency

Governance, Strategy, Planning and Performance
NZ Health Partnerships Governance, Strategy, Planning and Performance is our
internal function responsible for change management, strategy, finance, stakeholder
communication and engagement, and our people.

Communication and Engagement
Our Communication and Engagement team is responsible for delivering our third
strategic capability of change management, as well as provides stakeholder
communication and engagement services.
Change management
We employ a joint delivery model for the implementation of services with DHBs
taking the lead and NZ Health Partnerships playing a supporting change
management role if requested. The range or services we could offer include:
•
detailed role based impact assessments
•
training needs assessment
•
development of training collateral
•
online training delivery
•
business readiness assessments.
In 2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will establish common change standards and a
framework to support programmes throughout their life cycle from business case
development through to service establishment, continuous improvement,
measurement and reporting.
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Our primary change management focus will be supporting the DHBs implementation
of the National Oracle Solutions and DHB Procurement Strategy.
Stakeholder communication and engagement
Ensuring our stakeholders are well informed and actively engaged at both strategic
and operational levels is critical to NZ Health Partnerships’ collaborative operating
model. We will continue to enhance our transparency and introduce stakeholder
engagement and customer focus plans internally.

Corporate Services
Corporate Services provides finance, accounting and legal services to NZ Health
Partnerships. Two of its core activities are benefits reporting and contract
negotiation and management.
Benefits Reporting
NZ Health Partnerships coordinates the reporting of all benefits generated across the
sector. This includes reporting benefits achieved by NZ Health Partnerships’
initiatives, All of Government, and local and collaborative DHB procurement. In
2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will improve the current process and will proactively
assist DHBs to resolve issues with benefits reporting, re-establish benefits reporting
to the Board and shareholders, establish a Benefits Community as a forum share
expertise across the sector, and embed the National Procurement Strategy.
Contract Negotiation and Management
NZ Health Partnerships, subject to DHB approval, will enter into negotiations with
Preferred Respondents to negotiate commercially astute programme and service
Agreements. Agreements are drafted for DHB consideration and approval. Once
Agreements have been signed, we manage contracts, performance and relationship
of the vendors and suppliers on behalf of the DHBs. During 2016/17 we will renegotiate NZ Health Partnerships lease of our Central Park premises.
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Organisational
health and
capability
Our People
Critical to the success of any organisation are the people it employs. NZ Health
Partnerships must continue to retain, attract and develop skilled and experienced
people to ensure successful programme and service delivery for its customers.
We aim to be a workplace where staff are treated fairly and with respect, are
supported, have strong personal development opportunities, and are well managed.
Having confident, motivated and capable people will empower the organisation to
perform at its best, continually lifting organisational health to meet the expectations
of the DHBs.
Building our people capability
To develop our workforce and to ensure we have the
right people, the focus of NZ Health Partnerships will
be:
 optimising workforce capacity to deliver results
 ensuring our people are customer focused and are
working on what matters most to the DHBs
 identifying and developing capable leaders who will
provide a strong force for promoting internal
organisational change
 integrating our shareholders’ workforce more
effectively and efficiently, encouraging
understanding about a ‘common toolkit’ of skills,
and improving the sector’s ability to shift staff into
national, regional and local levels of strategic
implementation.
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To ensure the company meets
its Good Employer obligations
prescribed in the Crown Entities
Act Part 3 section 118, NZ Health
Partnerships provides equal
employment opportunities to:
 enhance the abilities of
individual employees
 recognise the aims,
aspirations and
employment for women,
and the cultural differences
of ethnic or minority groups
 recognise the employment
requirements of people
with disabilities..
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Governance and
Accountability
NZ Health Partnerships works in a
commercial manner within a public
sector environment. The company
operates under a Board, programme
and service governance structures
with strong DHB representation. The
Board comprises four regional DHB
Chairs and three independent
Directors. The Board is chaired by an
independent Director.
New Zealand Health Partnerships
Board:
 Peter Anderson (Chair)
 Murray Cleverley
 Jo Hogan
 Dr. Lee Mathias
 Terry McLaughlin
 Deryck Shaw
 Phil Sunderland
Programme and service governance
groups are chaired by a DHB Chief
Executive Sponsor. The Sponsors drive
the vision of the overall programme
through strong stakeholder
management, engagement with DHB
leaders and specialist stakeholders.

IT Strategy
Policies and procedures for NZ Health
Partnerships have been developed in
relation to our Information

Technology. The provision of financial,
IT and payroll services have been
contracted externally to healthAlliance
NZ, who support NZ Health
Partnerships. The performance of
Output Class 1: Programmes is
dependent on the effective
performance of software assets,
namely the National Oracle Solution
and National Infrastructure Platform.

Dividend policy
NZ Health Partnerships’ dividend
policy is to retain any surplus for
reinvestment in initiatives that are
consistent with the purpose of NZ
Health Partnerships and likely to
generate benefits or efficiencies for
DHBs or the wider sector

Process in relation to
acquisitions
In the event that NZ Health
Partnerships was to enter into a
process to acquire shares or interest in
companies, trusts and partnerships,
excluding Crown entity subsidiaries, it
will seek a resolution in writing from
its Class A shareholders. NZ Health
Partnerships will comply with relevant
sections of the Crown Entities Act if it
were to consider the acquisition of
shares or interest in a Crown entity or
a subsidiary of a Crown entity.
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Risk
management
NZ Health Partnerships recognises that risk and issue management is essential for
the delivery of its programmes and services. NZ Health Partnerships is committed to
working closely with its stakeholders to ensure we maintain an effective system able
to define and determine acceptable levels of risk within each programme and
service.
The aims of our risk and issues management processes are to improve the quality of
decision making to minimise and manage adverse impacts.
NZ Health Partnerships’ strategic risks include:
Table 2: NZ Health Partnerships strategic risks

NZ Health Partnerships: Strategic Risks
1

2

3

4

Scale and complexity of
activities

Multiple delivery
partners

Resource pressure

Shareholder constraints

Our programmes and
services are being, and
have been,
implemented nationally.

Our programmes and
services have many
delivery partners
spanning both the
public and private
sector.

NZ Health Partnerships
will effectively engage
with the sector to build
collaborative
programme teams,
including seconding and
embedding DHB subject
matter experts in our
work.

The DHBs are facing
many challenges such as
an aging New Zealand
population, rising cost
of technology and
growing demand for
health services, all of
which lead to tightening
fiscal constraints.

This enables NZ Health
Partnerships to avoid
the risk of not delivering
the programmes within
agreed budgets and
quality criteria.

DHBs are also managing
a large number of
complex change
programmes at any one
time. Aligning and
integrating our resource
planning cycle with
DHBs will help alleviate
resource pressures and
improve financial
forecasting.

These national
programmes are
services touch all parts
of the NZ health system.
NZ Health Partnerships
will work closely with
the DHBs, their
subsidiaries and the
service providers to put
in place proactive and
detailed changed plans
to mitigate risks during
design and
implementation.

Best practice
methodology and the
development of
centralised vendor
performance
management
framework will ensure
alignment and effective
integration.

This approach also helps
build capability in the
sector.
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PART TWO

STATEMENT OF
PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATIONS
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Statement of
responsibility
The Statement of Performance Expectations (SPE) has been prepared by the Board
of NZ Health Partnerships in accordance with Part 4 of the Crown Entities Act 2004.
The Statement of Performance Expectations sets out our performance measures and
targets of NZ Health Partnerships for the period from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017.
In signing this information, we acknowledge our responsible for the information
contained in the Statement of Performance Expectations, and confirm the
appropriateness of the assumptions underlying the prospective operations and
financial statements of NZ Health Partnerships.

Signed on behalf of the Board

Peter Anderson

Terry McLaughlin

Chair

Chair of Finance, Risk, Audit and
Compliance Committee

Countersigned

Megan Main

Geoff Goodwin

Chief Executive

General Manager Corporate Services
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SECTION FOUR

OUR PERFORMANCE
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Measuring our
performance
The success of NZ Health Partnerships will be measured by its
ability to deliver fit for purpose programmes and services
that meet our shareholders’ expectations and enable them to
realise benefits.
NZ Health Partnerships’ achieves
its purpose of enabling DHBs to
collectively maximise shared
services opportunities for the
national good by managing on
behalf of the DHBs a portfolio of
work through 2 output classes:
 Output Class 1: Programmes
 Output Class 2: Services

Figure 5: NZ Health Partnerships performance framework

SHAREHOLDERS’ OBJECTIVES
Seeking the optimum arrangement for the most effective and efficient
delivery of non-clinical health services in order to meet local, regional and
national needs

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ PURPOSE
Enabling DHBs to collectively maximise shared services opportunities for
the National Good

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ OUTCOMES
Deliver programmes and services to DHBs that will enable the realisation of
qualitative and quantitative benefits, effective and efficient provision of
services

NZ HEALTH PARTNERSHIPS’ ACTIVITIES
OUTPUT CLASS 1: PROGRAMMES

OUTPUT CLASS 2: SERVICES

NZ Health Partnerships’ programmes are
well managed, coordinated and
implemented

NZ Health Partnerships’ services are high
performing shared services that deliver
benefits to our shareholders

Portfolio
planning and
optimisation

Negotiation of
commercially
astute
programme and
service
arrangements

Managing and
monitoring
service provider
performance

Building joint
capability in the
sector

Continuous
Improvement

Enablers
Our People

Our Partners
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Output Class 1
programmes
The DHBs, as our shareholders, invest in the programmes we develop. Our
programme teams work with the DHBs as shareholders, co-creators and customers
to develop and build shared services. Once a shared service is built, it transitions to
our Commercial Services team for delivery to our DHB customers.

NATIONAL ORACLE SOLUTION
Objective
The National Oracle Solution will design and build a single financial management
information system ready for DHB implementation.
The programme represents a significant investment for the sector and is a critical
enabler to the National Procurement Service.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Progress to date
The National Oracle Solution (NOS) emerged from the re-planning of the Finance,
Procurement and Supply Chain (FPSC) programme. Significant progress has been
made within the programme since the replanning process. The Solution Validation
process was completed and the November Stage Gate Report presented to its
governance groups. The report outlined that the solution can be delivered, ready for
a DHB implementation, within the parameters set out by the Business Change Case.
Since the November Stage Gate, the programme has been deploying the new
infrastructure, finalising the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) contract with Datacom,
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configuring and deploying the modifications in preparation to conduct Solution
Acceptance Testing scheduled to occur in July 2016.
Focus for 2016/17
During 2016/17 NOS will transition from a programme to a service. This is an
exciting and challenging new phase for the programme. Prior to implementation the
focus for the programme is to successfully complete Solution Acceptance Testing.
The implementation plan is phased with multiple waves; with Bay of Plenty,
Canterbury, Waikato and West Coast being the first DHBs to implement. The DHBs
will lead the implementation. While some DHBs may be in a position to manage
their own change and support the change of others, NZ Health Partnerships will
provide support where requested.
A change programme of this magnitude is challenging. NZ Health Partnerships will
capture lessons learned and incorporate into the implementation plans of future
waves. The second wave of DHB implementation is scheduled for July 2017.
To support the programme transition from a project to an operational service the
NOS Transition and Support Team will be established within NZ Health Partnerships
to manage and govern the Oracle environment.
Performance
The National Oracle Solution programme performance measures and targets for
2016/17 are outlined in table 3.
Table 3: NOS performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
1
Ensure readiness of
Key positions filled and capability in place
Oracle Administration
Model

Type
Quality

When
30
September
2016

2

Complete Technology
Build

Solution acceptance testing successfully
completed

Quality
Timeliness

30
September
2016

3

Complete Solution
Readiness

User acceptance testing successfully
completed

Quality
Timeliness

30
November
2016

4

Support First Wave
DHB Implementation

Implementation completed on schedule,
within budget, with no open action items

Timeliness
Financial
Quality

31 March
2017
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NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PLATFORM
Objective
The National Infrastructure Platform programme aims to achieve qualitative, clinical
and financial benefits for DHBs through a national approach to IS infrastructure
consumption. The national approach is driven by converging the 40 infrastructure
facilities into an integrated infrastructure platform delivered from two data centre
facilities.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Progress to date
In the later months of 2015/16 a commercial, technical, and delivery review of the
National Infrastructure Platform programme commenced.
Focus for 2016/17
During 2016/17 the programme will complete a number of activities to deliver the
NIP solution agreed from the commercial, technical, and delivery review.
Performance
The National Infrastructure Platform programme performance measures and targets
for 2016/17 are outlined in table 4.
Table 4: NIP performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
5
Implement agreed
Programme, governance and processes
recommendations
aligned to the agreed recommendations
from the commercial,
from the commercial, technical and
technical and delivery
delivery review.
review
6

Deliver NIP Solution

Final Solution built and delivered on time,
within scope, and within budget
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Quality

When
30 June
2017

Timeliness
Quality
Financial

15 April
2017
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Output Class 1: Financial Perspective
Table 5: Output Class 1 – financial budget for 2016/17
2016/17
Budget
$000’s
Revenue:
National Oracle Solution

4,875

National Infrastructure Platform
Total revenue

4,875

Expenditure:
National Oracle Solution

4,875

National Infrastructure Platform
Total Expenditure

4,875

Surplus/ (Deficit)

0
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Output Class 2
services
This output class comprises the services delivered to DHBs by NZ Health
Partnerships; Shared Banking, Collective Insurance, Food Services, DHB Procurement
Service, and Management Services. The purpose of this output class is to provide
DHBs with high performing services that deliver qualitative and quantitative benefits.

SHARED BANKING and COLLECTIVE INSURANCE

Shared Banking
Objective
Banking and Treasury Services invests funds held in a restricted range of low risk
investments to optimise the return on funds, while ensuring sufficient cash is
available to meet all DHB needs.
On any given day NZ Health Partnerships manages on behalf of the sector a cash
balance of between $300 million to $1.4 billion through the Shared Banking and
Treasury Services (“The Sweep”) functions.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus of 2016/17
Since 2011, Westpac Bank has provided banking and treasury services for all DHBs.
In 2016/17 the contract will be tendered to ensure the service remains fit for
purpose and meet the needs of DHBs.
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Performance
NZ Health Partnerships provides the Shared Banking activities. Unlike the other
services where we act as a vendor manager, NZ Health Partnerships delivers the
service and is responsible for achieving the following service performance targets.

Table 6: Shared Banking performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
7
Minimum average sweep interest rate on funds
0.15%
placed on term deposit is at least 0.15% above
the sweep on-call rate
8

9

Type
Financial

When
30 June
2017

Minimum non budgetary financial benefits
delivered to DHBs during 2016/17 financial year
Minimum percentage of DHBs agree to the
benefits for 2016/17

100%

Financial

31
December
2016

Minimum Benefits realised

$925,000

Financial

30 June
2017

Minimum percentage of DHBs and other
participants are satisfied with the Banking
Services service

80%

Quality

30 June
2017
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Collective Insurance
Objective
The objective of the service is to obtain insurance for the 20 DHBs and other
participants that represents value for money, taking into account the terms and
conditions, market dynamics and the strategic intentions of the DHBs.
Collectively DHBs have assets valued around $15 billion. The Collective Insurance
programme is responsible for managing the insurance requirements for all 20 DHBs,
and various joint ventures and subsidiaries that have elected to join the Collective
Insurance Service.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
In 2016/17 the contract will be tendered to ensure the service remains fit for
purpose and meet the needs of DHBs.
Performance
As the contract and vendor manager, NZ Health Partnerships has the relationship
with the Broker and is responsible for ensuring the following performance targets
are achieved.
Table 7: Collective Insurance performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure
Target
Type
10
Minimum percentage of DHBs and Joint
100%
Quality
Ventures that have agreed insurance
Timeliness
coverage for material damage business
disruption, liability, travel and motor vehicle

When
30 June 2017

11

Minimum non budgetary financial benefits
Collective Insurance delivered to DHBs and
Joint Ventures during 2016/17 financial
year

$5 million

Financial

30 June 2017

12

Minimum percentage of DHBs and Joint
Ventures are satisfied with the General
Insurance service

80%

Quality

30 June 2017
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DHB PROCUREMENT SERVICE
Objective
The DHB Procurement Service is provided to all 20 DHBs. In 2015/16 the DHB
National Procurement strategy was developed for the DHBs, by the DHBs. The
strategy was endorsed by the CE Forum on 14 April 2016, and approved by NZ Health
Partnerships Board on 28 April 2016.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
The core focus for 2016/17 will be ensuring that DHBs achieved increased value from
collective procurement through the implementation of the DHB Procurement
Strategy including contract management of the National Procurement service
delivered by healthAlliance (FPSC) Ltd.
Performance
The DHB Procurement Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are
outlined in table 8.
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Table 8: DHB Procurement performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Performance Measure Target
13
Establish the
Agreed frameworks and mechanisms in
foundations for the
place to deliver the key activities outlined
DHB Procurement
in the strategy.
Strategy
Agreed implementation approach and
Implementation
supporting plan for the strategy with
specific targets and measures.
14

15

Type

When

Quality
Timeliness

Q1 FY16/17

Commence the
transition of Medical
Devices from the scope
of hA (FPSC)

Agreed transition group in place to
manage the transition process

Quality

Q1 FY16/17

Agreed implementation plan outlining the
transition with specific targets and
measures and DHB oversight

Quality
Timeliness

31 July 2016

Provide management
oversight of the
delivery of the
National Procurement
Service by
healthAlliance (FPSC)

Service Catalogues is delivered according
to agreed 2016/17 scope

Quality
Timeliness

Q1 FY16/17

A highly effective and transparent
customer supplier relationship facilitated
by NZ Health Partnerships which delivers
value to all parties is achieved

Quality

30th June
2017
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FOOD SERVICES
Objective
Food Services seeks to implement a comprehensive food solution to the DHBs. The
solution will deliver, for the first time, national nutritional guidelines; a centralised
electronic menu management system and improved visibility of food services spend
across the sector.
NZ Health Partnerships will provide the contract and vendor management of the
Food Services Agreement on behalf of the participating DHBs. The DHBs to join the
agreement: Auckland, Waitemata, Counties Manukau, Southern, Hauora Tairawhiti,
and Nelson Marlborough.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
Food Services focus in 2016/17 is to designed to expand the number of DHBs
participating in the agreement to ensure the long term benefits of the service is
delivered to the sector, while strengthening the governance of the service. To aid in
this, NZ Health Partnerships is re-baselining financials to help inform DHB
participation decisions and working with Compass to refine and improve the
contract.
At present Compass Group provides around 60 percent of all patient meals served in
New Zealand, as well as other services such as Meals on Wheels. NZ Health
Partnerships is in discussions with nine DHBs regarding the possibility of them joining
the Food Services agreement.
Performance
The Food Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are outlined in
table 9.
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Table 9: Food Services performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Initiative
Target
16
Participate in NFSP
All existing contracts executed in a
(National Food Services timely manner and to the satisfaction of
Programme)
the stakeholder parties

Type
Timeliness
Quality

When
30 June
2017

17

Lead/Facilitate
Programme Level
Implementation

Implementations are completed and
delivered to plan (agreed contractual
schedule), and within cost (budget) for
all the participating DHBs

Quality
Timeliness
Financial

30 June
2017

18

Embed Benefits
Realisation/CIP

Delivered according to agreed
specification and trends are clear and
concise

Timeliness
Financial
Quality

Q2
2016/17

19

Assist with the
development of a
mature National
Programme Level
Governance
Framework

All participating DHB's have an
established, operating governance
model in place

Quality

30 June
2017
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MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Objective
Management Services are the central functions within NZ Health Partnerships that
deliver organisational change, cultural alignment, strategy, stakeholder
communication, engagement, and programme and service management services.
Contributes to New Zealand Health Strategy strategic themes
1

2

3

4

5

People Powered

Closer to Home

Value & High
Performance

One Team

Smart System

Focus for 2016/17
The focus for 2016/17 for Management Services is to provide support to the
programmes as they are implemented by DHBs and transition to a service, while
continuing to provide support to our services NZ Health Partnerships provide to
DHBs.
Performance
The Food Service performance measures and targets for 2016/17 are outlined in
table 10.
Table 10: Management Services performance measures and targets 2016/17
#
Initiative
Target
Type
20
Assist DHBs with
Change management strategy for DHB
Quality
programme and
Procurement Strategy approved; and
service-related change other plans developed and implemented
management where
as requested
required

When
On-going

21

Implement a Benefits
Reporting Process

Benefits reported to the Board monthly

Quality

30
September
2016

22

Embed customer focus
as a way of working
including unpacking
core values and
implementing internal
culture initiatives

Minimum 5% increase of stakeholders
rating NZ Health Partnerships' customer
focus as satisfactory or above

Quality

30 June
2017

5 - 10% increase in staff believing we are
focussed on our customers' needs

Quality

30 June
2017
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Output Class 2: Financial Perspective
Table 11: Output Class 2 – financial budget for 2016/17
2016/17
Budget
$000’s
Revenue:
Shared Banking and Collective Insurance
Interest Revenue from Shared Banking Facility
Shared Banking and Insurance Operations
Food Services
Management Services
National Infrastructure Platform

24,000
603
350
5,090
550

National Procurement Service

11,227

NZ Health Partnership Interest

120

Total Revenue

41,740

Expenditure:
Shared Banking and Collective Insurance
Interest Revenue from Shared Banking Facility
Shared Banking Operations
Food Services
Management Services
National Infrastructure Platform
National Procurement Service
Integrator
Total Expenditure
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Benefits
Benefits management is at the very heart of NZ
Health Partnerships’ purpose. In conjunction with
our shareholders programmes are identified,
assessed, prioritised, developed and implemented
with the singular purpose of delivering benefits
(value) to DHBs.
A benefit is defined as a clear financial or
performance improvement. This may include
building organisational capabilities, delivering
efficiencies or effectiveness, including clinical
improvements. Whether financial or performancebased all benefits ultimately contribute to better
health outcomes.
Effectively defining, measuring, tracking and
reporting these benefits determine the success of
our programmes and the operational performance of
our live commercial services. In short, benefits
management determines DHBs’ return on
investment from NZ Health Partnerships’ activities.
More broadly it ensures taxpayers’ money is being
well spent.
To advance the sector’s work in this area, NZ Health
Partnerships has developed a Benefits Management
Framework. At a high level the Framework considers
the tools, methodologies and support required to
track, measure and report the benefits outlined in
business cases.
During 2016/17 NZ Health Partnerships will work
with the newly appointed CEO Sponsor for Benefits
and DHBs to operationalise the Benefits
Management Framework including supporting any
DHB-led change management to embed new
processes.

Key Benefits Definitions
Benefits management refers to the
identification, definition, tracking,
realisation and optimisation of
benefits. Benefits can be made up of
two parts: Budgetary and NonBudgetary.
BUDGETARY BENEFITS
Budgetary is defined as the incremental
annual change, primarily cash, which
has a clearly defined impact on the
Statement of Comprehensive Income.
These benefits result in a budget line
reduction, compared to the prior year.
An example include a reduction in the
price of an item as a result of
procurement activity
NON-BUDGETARY BENEFITS
Non-Budgetary benefits are defined as
those that form part of the business
case that do not meet the definition of
Budgetary. There are three general
components:


Cash Avoidance: Cash that would
have been spent is now totally
avoided or reallocated as a result of
the business case.



Cumulative benefits: are those that
are carried forward from previous
years, whether they are budgetary
or non-budgetary in nature.



Qualitative benefits: accrue from
associated activity as a result of a
business case and need to be
reported in some way.

NZ Health Partnerships is responsible for reporting
benefits at an aggregated level.
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Benefits Estimates
Table 12: Estimated Total Gross Benefits for Output Class 1 & 2, for FY2016/17.
Estimated
2016/17
$000
OUTPUT CLASS 2: SERVICES
National Procurement Service
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Shared Banking
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Insurance
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Food Services
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Other Procurement
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
Total Annual Gross Benefits
Budgetary
Non-Budgetary
TOTAL GROSS ANNUAL BENEFITS

27,300
27,300
0
925
0
2,527
4,110
1,960
4,228
6,341
35,638
39,053
74,691

Note: the figures above are indicative estimates to be confirmed with individual DHBs and Programme and Service governance
groups. Programmes in of themselves do not generate benefits. Benefit generation is achieved when programmes are
completed and the build phase moves to service delivery phase. As such NZ Health Partnerships Programmes do not deliver any
benefits until they become services.
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Assessing
performance
Numerous performance measures underpin our outcomes framework. These are
not just about NZ Health Partnerships’ performance; rather they are measures of
how the organisation, its shareholders and the health sector work collaboratively to
achieve better outcomes. Performance will be assessed as ‘achieved’, ‘partially
achieved’, ‘not achieved’, or ‘stopped’.
Table 13: Performance assessment ratings
Performance Rating
Description
Achieved

The target has been achieved by the stated date.

Partially Achieved

The activities and outputs have been completed; however, they were
not completed by the stated date.

Not Achieved

The target has not been achieved.

Discontinued

Programme or service has been discontinued, and the targets are no
longer applicable.

The perspectives that underpin our assessment of performance are quality, financial
and timeliness.
Table 14: Performance categories
Perspective
Description
Quality

This will measure the quality of the delivery of programmes and services.
Measures may be related to post-implementation reviews, quality assurance
reviews, peer reviews, and stakeholder and shareholder engagement.

Financial

This will report performance against the projected costs and benefits for financial
measures.

Timeliness

The programmes and services will have progress measured against agreed
milestones to determine if they are delivery on schedule.

Reporting performance
The performance of output classes will be reported in NZ Health Partnerships Annual
Report, and Quarterly to our Shareholders.
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SECTION FIVE

FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS
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Financial
statements
1.1 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE BY OUTPUT
CLASS
For the year ended 30 June 2017

2015/16

2016/17

Forecast

Budget

$000’s

$000’s

Output Class 1: Programmes

10,914

4,875

Output Class 2: Services

41,129

41,740

Total Revenue by Output Class

52,043

46,816

Output Class 1: Programmes

10,914

4,875

Output Class 2: Services

40,971

41,740

Total Expenditure by Output Class

51,885

46,816

158

0

Revenue:

Expenditure:

Surplus/ (Deficit)
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1.2 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE
For the year ended 30 June 2017
2015/16

2016/17

Forecast

Budget

$000’s

$000’s

22,505

22,696

200

120

Revenue:
Revenue from DHBs
Interest revenue -

NZ Health Partnerships

24,000

24,000

Other revenue

Shared banking

5,338

-

Total revenue

52,043

46,816

4,095

4,201

2,112

132

-

-

24,000

24,000

Other expenses

21,678

18,483

Total Expenditure

51,885

46,816

Surplus/ (Deficit)

158

0

Other Comprehensive revenue and expense

0

0

Total Other Comprehensive Revenue and Expense

0

0

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE

158

0

Expenditure:
Personnel costs
Depreciation and amortisation expense
Finance costs

-

NZ Health Partnerships
Shared banking
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1.3 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
As at 30 June 2017
2015/16

2016/17

Forecast

Budget

$000’s

$000’s

192,750

5,339

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables

6,955

11,533

90,000

139,822

289,755

156,694

1,720

796

Intangible assets

61,730

57,768

Total Non-Current Assets

63,450

58,564

353,205

215,258

6,888

9,959

281,028

139,822

Employee entitlements

215

334

Total Current Liabilities

288,131

150,115

Non-Current Liabilities:
Employee entitlements

0

0

Total Non-Current Liabilities

0

0

288,131

150,115

65,074

65,143

64,916

68,633

158

(3,490)

65,074

65,143

Investments – shared banking
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets:
Property, plant, and equipment

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities:
Payables
DHB Shared Banking Facility

Total Liabilities
Net Assets
EQUITY
Contributed Capital
Accumulated surplus / (deficit)
Total Equity
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1.4 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the year ended 30 June 2017

Notes
Balance at 1 July 2016
Total Comprehensive Revenue and Expense for the year

2015/16

2016/17

Forecast

Budget

$000’s

$000’s

64,916

68,633

158

(3,490)

0

0

65,074

65,143

Owner Transactions
Issue of B class shares
BALANCE AT 30 June 2017
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1.5 PROSPECTIVE STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
For the year ended 30 June 2017
2015/16

2016/17

Forecast

Budget

$000’s

$000’s

24,485

22,680

3,358

0

24,000

124,000

Cash flows from Operating Activities:
Receipts from DHBs
Receipts from other revenue
Interest received
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Interest paid
Goods and services tax (net)
Net Cash Flow from Operating Activities

(21,728)

(4,256)

(4,095)

(15,441)

(24,000)

(124,000)

50

52

2,070

3,035

90,798

0

Cash flows from Investing Activities:
Funds from Deposit
Purchase of property, plant, and equipment

20

0

(9,216)

(2,970)

(139,000)

0

(57,398)

(2,970)

B class shares

0

0

Proceeds from borrowings

0

0

Repayment Interest

0

0

Net Cash Flow from Financing Activities

0

0

Purchase of intangible assets
Funds to Deposit
Net Cash Flow from Investing Activities
Cash flows from Financing Activities:

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents

(55,328)

65

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year

248,078

5,274

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year

192,750

5,339
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Notes to the Prospective Financial Statements
The prospective financial statements are based on policies and approvals in place as at 1 st July
2016. The prospective financial statements set out NZ Health Partnerships activities and
planned performance. The use of this information for other purposes may not be appropriate.
These prospective financial statements have been prepared on the basis of assumptions of
future events that NZ Health Partnerships reasonably expects to occur and associated actions
that NZ Health Partnerships reasonably expects to take at the date that this information was
prepared.

Statement of Accounting Policies
REPORTING ENTITY
NZ Health Partnerships Limited was established on the 16th June 2015 and became operational
on the 1st July 2015. NZ Health Partnerships is a multi-parent Crown subsidiary, owned by the 20
District Health Boards, which have equal core shareholding and voting rights. NZ Health
Partnerships is domiciled in New Zealand.
NZ Health Partnerships primary objective is to operate as a co-operative undertaking, and
enable DHBs to collectively maximise shared services opportunities for the national good.
BASIS OF PREPARATION
Statement of compliance
These prospective financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the
requirements of the Crown Entities Act 2004. These include the requirement to comply with
NZGAAP.
The prospective financial statements have been prepared to comply with Public Benefit Entity
Standards (PBE Standards) for a Tier 1 entity. NZ Health Partnerships is adopting the PBE
Standards for the first time. This includes Public Benefit Entity Reporting Standard 42
Prospective Financial Statements (PBE FRS 42).
The prospective financial statements have been prepared for the special purpose of the
Statement of Performance Expectations 2016/17 of NZ Health Partnerships for its shareholders.
They have not been prepared for any other purpose and should not be relied upon for any other
purpose.
These statements will be used in our Annual Report as the budgeted figures.
The Statement of Performance Expectations narrative informs the prospective financial
statements and the document should be read as a whole.
The preparation of prospective financial statements in conformity with PBE FRS 42 requires the
Board and management to make good judgements, estimates, and assumptions that affect the
application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, income, and expenses.
The prospective financial statements were approved on 29 June 2016. The Board is responsible
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for the prospective financial statements presented, including the assumptions underlying the
prospective financial statements and all other disclosures. The Statement of Performance
Expectations is prospective and as such contains no actual operating results. It is not intended
that these prospective financial statements will be updated.
Measurement base
The prospective financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis.
Presentation currency and rounding
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars and all values are rounded to the
nearest thousand dollars ($000).

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
The following accounting policies, which significantly affect the measurement of financial
performance and of financial position, have been consistently applied.
REVENUE
The specific accounting policies for significant revenue items are explained below:
NZ Health Partnerships is funded through revenue received from the DHBs, which is restricted in
its use for the purpose of NZ Health Partnerships meeting its objectives as specified in the
statement of intent. Revenue is recognised as revenue when earned and is reported in the
financial period to which it relates.
Interest Revenue
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method. Interest revenue on an
impaired financial asset is recognised using the original effective interest rate.
LEASES
Operating leases
An operating lease is a lease that does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards
incidental to ownership of an asset to the lessee. Lease payments under an operating lease are
recognised as an expense on a straight - line basis over the lease term. Lease incentives received
are recognised in the surplus/deficit as a reduction of rental expense over the lease term
BORROWING COSTS
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the financial year in which they are incurred.
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks and other
short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities of three months or less. All
investments are held in New Zealand.
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Receivables
Receivables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.
Investments
Bank term deposits
Investments in bank term deposits are initially measured at the amount invested.
After initial recognition, investments in bank deposits are measured at amortised cost using the
effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.
Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment consist of the following asset classes: leasehold improvements,
furniture, office equipment and information technology.
Property, plant and equipment are shown at cost, less any accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses.
Additions
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset only when it is
probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to
NZ Health Partnerships and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Work in progress is recognised at cost less impairment and is not depreciated.
In most instances, an item of property, plant and equipment is initially recognised at its cost.
Where an asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, it is recognised at its fair value
as at the date of acquisition.
Disposals
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying
amount of the asset and are reported in the surplus or deficit.
Subsequent costs
Costs incurred subsequent to initial acquisition are capitalised only when it is probable that
future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to NZ Health
Partnerships and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
The costs of day-to-day servicing of property, plant and equipment are recognised in the surplus
or deficit as they are incurred.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis on all property, plant and equipment, at rates
that will write-off the cost (or valuation) of the assets to their estimated residual values over
their useful lives. The useful lives and associated depreciation rates of major classes of property,
plant and equipment have been estimated as follows:
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Asset Type
Leasehold improvements
Furniture and office equipment
IT Hardware

Useful Life

Rate

5 – 14 years

7% - 20%

1.5 – 9.5 years

10.5% - 67%

2.5 – 5 years

20% - 40%

Leasehold improvements are depreciated over the unexpired period of the lease or the
estimated remaining useful lives of the improvements, whichever is the shorter.
The residual value and useful life of an asset is reviewed and adjusted if applicable, at each
financial year end.
Intangible assets
Software acquisition and development
Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire
and bring to use the specific software.
Staff training costs are recognised as an expense when incurred.
Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as an expense when
incurred.
Costs associated with development and maintenance of NZ Health Partnership’s website is
recognised as an expense when incurred. Costs that are directly associated with the
development of software for internal use are recognised as an intangible asset. Direct costs
include software development employee costs and an appropriate portion of relevant
overheads.
Amortisation
The carrying value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight-line basis
over its useful life. Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases at the
date that the asset is derecognised. The amortisation charge for each financial year is
recognised in the surplus or deficit.
The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of intangible assets have
been estimated as follows:
Intangible Asset Type
Acquired computer software

Useful Life
2.5 – 3 years

Rate
33% - 40%

FPSC system intangible assets

5 - 15 years

6.67% - 20%

Impairment of property, plant, and equipment and intangible assets
NZ Health Partnerships does not hold any cash-generating assets. Assets are considered cashgenerating where their primary objective is to generate a commercial return.
Non-cash generating assets
Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets held at cost that have a finite useful life
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are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the
carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognised for the amount by
which the asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is
the higher of an asset's fair value less costs to sell and value in use.
Value in use is determined using an approach based on either a depreciated replacement
approach, restoration cost approach, or a service units approach. The most appropriate
approach used to measure value in use depends on the nature of the impairment and
availability of the information.
If an asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is regarded as impaired
and the carrying amount is written-down to the recoverable amount. The total impairment loss
is recognised in the surplus or deficit. The reversal of an impairment loss is recognised in the
surplus or deficit.
Payables
Short-term payables are recorded at their face value.
Employee entitlements
Short-term employee entitlements
Employee benefits that are due to be settled within 12 months after the end of the period in
which the employee renders the related service are measured at nominal values based on
accrued entitlements at current rates of pay.
These include salaries and wages accrued up to balance date and annual leave earned to but
not yet taken at balance date.
A liability for sick leave is recognised to the extent that absences in the coming year are
expected to be greater than the sick leave entitlements earned in the coming year. The amount
is calculated based on the unused sick leave entitlement that can be carried forward at balance
date, to the extent that it will be used by staff to cover those future absences.
A liability and an expense is recognised where there is a contractual obligation or where there is
a past practice that has created a constructive obligation and a reliable estimate of the
obligation can be made.
Long-term employee entitlements
Employee benefits that are due to be settled beyond 12 months after the end of period in which
the employee renders the related service, such as long service leave and sick leave, have been
calculated on an actuarial basis. The calculations are based on:
 Likely future entitlements accruing to staff, based on years of service, years to entitlement,
the likelihood that staff will reach the point of entitlement, and contractual entitlement
information; and
 The present value of the estimated future cash flows.
Superannuation schemes
Defined contribution schemes
Obligations for contributions to KiwiSaver are accounted for as defined contribution
superannuation schemes and are recognised as an expense in the surplus or deficit as incurred.
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Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at their fair value plus transaction costs. After initial
recognition, all borrowings are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless NZ Health Partnerships has an
unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months after balance date.
Equity
Equity is measured as the difference between total assets and total liabilities.
Goods and services tax
All items in the financial statements are presented exclusive of goods and service tax (GST),
except for receivables and payables, which are presented on a GST-inclusive basis. Where GST is
not recoverable as input tax then it is recognised as part of the related asset or expense.
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) is
included as part of receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
The net GST paid to, or received from the IRD, including the GST relating to investing and
financing activities, is classified as a net operating cash flow in the statement of cash flows.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed exclusive of GST.
Income tax
NZ Health Partnership is a public authority and consequently is exempt from the payment of
income tax. Accordingly, no provision has been made for income tax.
FPSC rights
The FPSC rights represent the DHBs right to access, under a service level agreement, shared
Finance, Procurement and Supply Chain (FPSC) services provided using assets funded by the
DHBs.
The intangible asset is recognised at the cost of the capital invested by the DHB in the FPSC
Programme, a national initiative, previously facilitated by Health Benefits Limited now NZ
Health Partnerships, whereby all 20 DHBs will move to a shared services model for the provision
of Finance, Procurement and Supply Chain services.
The rights are considered to have an indefinite life as the DHBs have the ability and intention to
review the service level agreement indefinitely. The fund established by Health Benefits Limited
now NZ Health Partnerships through the on-charging of depreciation on the FPSC assets to the
DHBs will be used to, and is sufficient to, maintain the FPSC assets standard of performance or
service potential indefinitely.
As the FPSC rights are considered to have an indefinite life, the intangible asset is not amortised
and will be tested for impairment annually.
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Financial Instrument Risks
NZ Health Partnerships activities expose it to credit risk, cash flow risk and liquidity risk. NZ
Health Partnerships policy does not allow any transactions that are speculative in nature to be
entered into. It has policies and procedures to ensure risks are low.

Critical Accounting Judgements and Estimates
In preparing these prospective financial statements NZ Health Partnerships has made estimates
and assumptions concerning the future. These estimates and assumptions may differ from the
subsequent actual results. Estimates and assumptions are continually evaluated and are based
on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are
believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
General Assumption – cost levels
These figures have been based on the assumption that interest rates and general cost levels will
remain at similar levels to those at the time of the Statement of Performance Expectations’
preparation.
Estimating useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment
At each balance date, the useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment are
reviewed. Assessing the appropriateness of useful life and residual value estimates of property,
plant and equipment requires a number of factors to be considered such as the physical
condition of the asset, expected period of use of the asset by NZ Health Partnerships Limited,
and expected disposal proceeds from the future sale of the asset.
An incorrect estimate of the useful life or residual value will affect the depreciation expense
recognised in the surplus or deficit, and carrying amount of the asset in the statement of
financial position. NZ Health Partnership’s minimises the risk of this estimation uncertainty by:
 physical inspection of assets;
 asset replacement programs;
 review of second hand market prices for similar assets; and
 analysis of prior asset sales.
DHB Shared Banking Facility
NZ Health Partnerships has exercised its judgement regarding the DHB Shared Banking Facility
and has accounted for the arrangement as though it is acting as principal as it has the potential
to be exposed to credit risk from the arrangement. The related party nature of the arrangement
makes the agency/principal distinction more difficult. NZ Health Partnerships consider
presenting the DHB Shared Banking Facility as principal; will ensure transparent and consistent
information is presented about the arrangement in NZ Health Partnership’s financial
statements.
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Critical judgements in applying accounting policies
Management has exercised the following critical judgements in applying accounting policies:
Leases classification
Determining whether a lease agreement is finance or an operating lease requires judgement as
to whether the agreement transfers substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to NZ
Health Partnerships.
Judgement is required on various aspects that include, but are not limited to, the fair value of
the leased asset, the economic life of the leased asset, whether or not to include renewal
options in the lease term, and determining an appropriate discount rate to calculate the present
value of the minimum lease payments. Classification as a finance lease means the asset is
recognised in the statement of financial position as property, plant and equipment, whereas for
an operating lease no such asset is recognised.
NZ Health Partnerships has exercised its judgement on the appropriate classification of
equipment leases, and has determined no lease arrangements are finance leases.
Capitalisation of FPSC costs
The FPSC programme is a significant part of NZ Health Partnerships savings initiatives. The FPSC
programme is set to improve the way goods and services are made available to DHBs for
purchasing, ordering, delivery storage and payment. A national approach to these services will
combine the purchasing power of DHBs, create visibility of stock and ensure a common financial
language across the health sector.
Through the development of the FPSC programme, the assets that are created by the FPSC
programme will be held in Work in Progress (WIP). The construction is expected to last around
18 months and during this period there will be progressive deployments of functionality leading
to a gradual realisation of benefits. The FPSC programme is not a single asset, but a bundle of
assets that are both tangible such as IT hardware and intangible, such as software, policy
manuals, process documentation, process maps, standard operating procedures, reference
materials and intellectual property. The costs that are directly associated with the development
of the FPSC programme will be recognised as tangible or intangible assets when it is in the
location and condition necessary for it to be capable of operating in the manner intended by
management. Direct costs include project development employees, contractors, consultants and
apportionment of the relevant overheads.
Indirect costs are recognised as expenses when incurred and include travel, training and
recruitment costs.
Amortisation
The amortisation of the assets will begin once the asset is available for use (commissioned into
the fixed asset register) and will cease at the date that the asset is derecognised. The carrying
value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight line basis over its useful
life. The useful lives of FPSC intangible assets have been estimated to be 15 years (life of the
contract).
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